
.  ADVANTAGE

If you have any concerns about whether your plan covers the subject matter discussed in Advantage, please contact your NMG Benefits Healthcare Advisor.

Questions 
for Dr Thapelo Motshudi 

What is substance abuse?

People who abuse anything that has brain-altering properties have a substance-related 
disorder. It is regarded as abuse if one continues using the substance despite the 
following:

recurrent failure to fulfil obligations at work and home as a direct consequence of the 
substance; 
using it in circumstances in which it is physically dangerous to do so; 
legal problems as a result of using the substance;
breakdown in social or interpersonal relationships arising from using the substance.

For it to be called abuse the above conditions must be present for at least 12 months.

What is substance dependence?

This arises when one develops a tolerance, which is a need for increased amounts of the 
substance to get the same effect. The affected person finds herself/himself using larger 
amounts of the substance and for much longer periods than was originally intended. One 
also develops withdrawal symptoms when stopping the substance, which are undesirable 
bodily reactions that are specific to the item of abuse. In addition, dependence also leads 
to the abuser having a persistent desire to stop, but failing to do so, spending a lot of time 
in activities necessary to obtain the substance and continuing to use it despite repeated 
medical problems caused by the substance itself.

What causes addiction?

There is evidence that some people are genetically prone to become addicts, but this is 
never a sufficient reason on its own. Social and personal circumstances play a huge role. 
For example, in some societies it is socially acceptable to drink large amounts of alcohol, 
and so abuse can go on unnoticed. Availability of disposable income; the type of people 
one surrounds themselves with ; the type of occupation; age and education  all play a role. 
In many cases it is not possible to isolate a single cause. Substance abusers also tend to 
have multiple addictions at the same time. For example, one can be an alcohol abuser, 
smoke heavily, and also be a gambling addict. Psychiatric illnesses like depression and 
anxiety are also known to lead to substance abuse.

What are the common substances of abuse?

Alcohol and cigarettes are by far the most abused substances and this is facilitated by the 
fact that they are both readily available and relatively cheap. In addition, they are both 
socially acceptable, and in some settings, drinking or smoking can confer social status. It is 
also easy to hide alcohol abuse for a long period of time because seeing a very drunk 
person does not elicit the same societal response as, for example, seeing someone high on 
heroin. Other than these two, marijuana and Tik (methamphetamine) are also common 
substances of abuse. More recently we have seen the rise and devastating effects of 
“nyaope”, which is a mixture of marijuana and heroin (at least for most of the time). 
Generally the focus is on “hard” drugs like heroin and cocaine when abuse is discussed, 
and over-the-counter medications like cough mixtures and painkillers are often neglected, 
yet thousands of people are addicted to them.

What are the medical effects of substance abuse?

Medical effects and their rate of progression depend on the substance one is abusing. 
Primary effects are those caused by the toxicity of the substance itself, and secondary 
ones follow from being high or intoxicated. For example heavy alcohol abusers don’t eat 
well, so they become malnourished and develop vitamin deficiencies. They also fall and 
sustain fractures or bleeding on the brain. Their vomit can go down their airway during 
blackouts, causing pneumonia. Alcohol is directly toxic to the brain and heart. Those who 
inject themselves with drugs can acquire HIV or develop heart problems. Cocaine can 
cause heart attacks and severe nose bleeds. One can of course  also die from an overdose. 
Employed people are encouraged to make use of Employee Assistance Programs at work.
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